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The spa- Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) consists of three 
sutssmblies; the nose cone, Solid Fkxket Mator (SM) and the nozzle assembly. 
The SRM case consists of 11 separate weld-free steel segmerrts (cylindrical 
shells) approximately 12 feet in diameter. These case segments are the forward 
dame section, six cylindrical sections, the aft Esrtemal Tank-attach ring 
section, two stiffener sections, and the aft dame section. Adjoining case 
=P=tS==- 'cally assdded using tang-clevis joints w h i c h  have 177 
steel pins around the c-aence of each joirrt (see figure 1). After 
machining, the six cylindrical and two stiffener sections are assembled into 
four separate cylirdrical sections for propellant casting. ~oints which are 
assembled in order to make the casting segments are called factory joints, and 
the joints between the casting sefpnents are called field joints. 
investigation by an independent Presidential Cammittee de- that the loss 
of the Space Shuttle Challenger (51-L) was most likely due to failure of the 
aft field joint (reference 1). A  cross section view of the tang-clevis joint 
flown on all missions thraugh 51-L is shown in figure 1. 
An 
The tang-clevis joints on the SFUPS behave similarly to ring stiffeners on 
As the SRI~ is pressurized, the case 
a cylindrical pressure vessel (ref- 2) and achieve sealing by using the 
internal gas pressure to seat the O-riqs. 
shell wall deflects radially csutwards, but the joints, because they are 
stiffer, deflect less. 
undqo relative ratations in opposite directions, allowing a gap to open 
betmen the O-rings and the tang as sham in f i m  2. The ability of the 
O-rings to track this gap depenaS on both the size of the gap and the 
resiliency of the O-rings. A Capture tang, whi& is located inside the 
original tang (see figure 3 ) ,  is added to reduce deflections between the inner 
a m  of the clevis (with the O-rings on it) and the tang thus preventing gas 
flaw through the joint. 
As a result, the tang and clevis portions of the joint 
This paper describes in-line bolted co;c1cept Wch is alternate 
to join SRM case segments. ?he primary featum of the concept is that it uses 
a static face seal 
Consequently, flange pre-capression (rather than gas pressure) is used to seat 
the O-rings. The primary emphasis placed on the in-line bolted concept is that 
no gap between the two flanges in the vicinity of the O-rings is acceptable at 
any time prior to or during the firing of the M. 
resiliency also becanes less critical since the problem of dynamically sealing 
a gap of varying magnitude is eliminated. 
ease of manufacture, ease of assembly, and m l y  verification are described 
in reference 3. 
t w o  0ppcsi.n~ flanges to pment hot gas leakage. 
If no gap exists, O-ring 
Other design considerations, sua as 
IN-LINE JOINT CONCEPT 
The purpose of this study is to perform a structural design and analysis 
of a joint concept for joining s]RM case segments while meting the following 
design goals and constraints. T h e  primary design goal is to develop a joint 
with a static face seal, which is sealed (no sapping at the O-rings) durirq 
assembly of the segments, and remains SedLed -out the entire SFM firing. 
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Given this primary goal, the weight of 
addressed. Theproposedconcept, show 
l=quimmts concerning stress levels, 
the joint nust then be minimized, and 
ease of manufa- and assembly nust be 
in figure 4, is similar to the bolted 
flange joints used in industryto connect pi+. The joint uses studs arii nuts 
t o  hold crpposing flanges together and to seat the two polymeric O-rings. The 
studs are recessed into alcoves machined into the shell wall and bearing plates 
are used t o  t f e r  the ccanpressive loads fram the nuts into the flanges. A 
shear l i p  helps align case segments during assembly. Gussets, which are 
located between the alcoves, provide a path to transfer the axial load fram the 
shell wall to the flanges. 
T h e  structural behavior of this joint concept is directl y related to 
values chosen for the major design variables. 
here are; 1) the number and s i z e  of the studs used, 2) the radial location of 
the studs relative t o  the longitudinal axis of the shell wall, 3) use of a 
bearing plate, 4) gusset thichess, and 5) flange thickness. Assessing the 
joint structural behavior also reqires an * of the applied loads. 
The loads that have the l a q e s t  effect on joint perfonnance i n  the vicinity of 
the 0-rw for a flange design are due to the SFM firing. 
ignition, the internal pressure in the sFf4 rapidly rises, w i t h  a maximum 
pressure of 988 ps i  occurring a t  the top of the rocket (refenme 3). The 
pressure load in the SRM can be resolved into a CCBnponent which acts radially 
outward on the shell w a l l ,  and a CCBnponent that acts along the axis of the 
booster dtue t o  the internal pressure on the forward dame. 
described, the radial pressure loading causes the joint to open up on the 
inside where the 0-rhqs are located (see figure 2) .  A successful joint design 
will eliminate this tendency to gap i n  the vicinity of the O-rings. 
The particular variables studied 
Following SRM 
As previuusly 
The rnrmber of studs necessary to carry the axial load due to pressure can 
be estimated by multiplying the pretension load in  each stud by the nunber of 
studs, and then dividing by the total applied load. 
ratio is defined as the total axial force due to stud pretension divided by the 
tatal axial force due to  i n t end  pressure. The maximum permissible pretension 
load that can be carried by each stud is defined as  70 percent of the stud's 
ultimate load. The m h n i n m  number of studs versus clamping ratio is cdlculated 
for four different stud sizes  and sham in figure 5. 
of the studs, as w e l l  as the other materials considered for this design, are 
shown i n  table 1. 
qualified for use on the Shuttle system, or are made fmm qualified materials.) 
For a 1" diameter stud and clamping ratiw1.4, the number required is seen to 
be appmxhately 180 studs. The maximum number of studs chosen is limited by 
thickness of the gusset is demeased. 
The resulting clamping 
The material pmperties 
( A l l  parts used in this design are either previously 
the stress in the gussets since as the number of studs is imxeased I the 
The s i z e  of the studs chosen has a laqe effect on the design of the joint 
concept. Larger studs weigh more and require a w i d e r  flange than smaller studs 
in order to pmide sufficient bearing area for the nuts (see Table 11) . 
Widening the flange adds weight and hmeases the hoop stiffness a t  the joint, 
resulting in laryer gap openings a t  the O-rings as shown i n  the bottam right of 
figure 6. Because of the effect of -ing stud s ize  on the weight and hoop 
stiffness, it is desirable to use the smallest studs possible. If too small a 
stud s i z e  is c h m  hmever, the mininnrm rnrmber of studs required to carry the 
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load increases to the point 
levels for load transfer. 
necessarily a good design because if the studs are qaced too far apart, a 
scalloping effect will result in gaps opening under the gussets due to the 
axial load. 'Ihe scalloping effect is shown by the dashed lines underneath the 
gussets in the bottcan left of figure 6. 
are added to the mininarm required up to a maxinarm number, with the maxinarm 
rnrmber- ' b y t h e a m o u n t o f t o t a l g u s s e t a r e a r q u r e d  ' tokeepgusset stresses to an acceptable level. as shown in the tap of figure 6. 
the gusset thichess falls belaw acceptable 
The minirnrm of studs requLred is nut 
In order to minimize scalloping, studs 
Figure 7 illustrates effects of having the stud centerline offset relative 
to the center of the shell wall. This offset is referred to as eccentricity 
w i t h  a positive value occ=urring when the stud cwrterline is radially outside of 
the shell wall centerline. 
deflection of the joint section under the individual loadings. The pressure 
load ampomnt will always act to open the inside of the joint *ere the 
O-rings a m  located, no matter what value of eccentricity is dmsen. Negative 
eccentricity hcrwwer, can be used to to transfer tfae axial load ampnent froan 
the shell wall into the gusset ard create a mcment about the stud to close the 
joint in the vicinity of the o-riqs. Rae amxnrt of negative eccentricity 
requked to close the joint will depen3 on values chosen for the other design 
parameters. 
given stud size and is th-fore the first design variable to be studied after 
choosing a stud size. 
The dashed lines represent the shape of the 
Eccentricity has the largest effect on joint perfonname for a 
In addition to considering eccentricity and stud size, the constraints due 
tothesizeofthemetalingots~tomakethecasesegmerrts~alsobe 
addressed. lhis constraint l i m i t s  the maximum size of the studs due to the 
flange width. 
while still prwidiq sufficient gusset material for the load transfer. 
eccentricity rrmst also be c0nSide;red for its effect on gusset thickness as well 
as the envelup of the m e t a l  ingot. Negative eccentricity mves the stud 
centerline irrward and results in areduced shell ciramnferenoe at the stud 
centerline. The smaller ciram\fererw=e leaves less material for a given 
numberofstudsandrarts. 
The shear lip nust fit within the envelope of the metal ingot 
The 
Gusset thickness is also a function of whether or not a bearing plate is 
Figum 8 shows the relationship between gusset thicJzness and nut size 
The bearing plate has 
used. 
for both the solid flange and bearing plate concepts. 
two prurposes. First, a bearing plate alluws a thicker gusset for a given stud 
and nut size muse the fillets required at the battam of the alcove are moved 
away from the nut. The distance fram the stud centerline to the gusset wall in 
the solid flange design, d in figure 8a, is laryer than the same measurement, 
The bear- plate design alluws 
resulting in a thickr gusset and r&uce.d stresses. secord, for a given tutal 
thickness, a bear- plate plus flange ccanbination will have less hoop 
stiffness than a solid flarrge. F&ducd hoop stiffness is beneficial because it 
helps close the joint in the region of the (H5ngs. The thicker gussets 
all- by the bearing plate do hawever result in mre material in the gusset 
and thus, tends to increaSe the hoop stiffness at the gusset and increaSe joint 
might. F&ducing hoop stiffness in the flarrge region with the bearing plate is 
in figure 8b, for the bsrhzj plate design. - 
~ 
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of sufficient benefit in tern\s of joint closure and 
stresses to overcclane the disadvantage due to imrcxs& hoop stiffness in the 
gussets. 
.on of gusset 
~n order to ease assembly and verify the integrity of the joint, the &s 
should be visible from the exterior of the SR4 during assembly. 
acmnplished by placing the shear lip (used for alignment) on the inside of the 
joint and the seals in the flange between the stud and the shear lip. The 
seals can then be observed throughout the assembly process up to the point 
whem the flange surfaces make contact. 
!this is - 
studsareusedinstead of bolts in the design to reduce weight. The lmer 
weight of the stud design is due to the smaller alcove height required. As 
seen in figure 9, the constant diameter stud requires less roam in the alcove 
for installation than a bolt because of the increased diameter of the bolt 
head. ?he procezture for tightening either the stud or the bolt is the same. 
F"ITE ELEMENT M3DELTNG AND ANALYSIS 
In this section of the paper, the various finite element model cclmponerrts, 
their assembly into a cmplete model, bcxlndary conditions, and applied loadings 
are described. m e  lxupose of the finite element analysis is to assess the 
performance of the in-line bolted joint concept as same of the major design 
variables are altered. 
w h i c h  gives the best performance for the mininmn weight. The software tools 
w h i c h  are used for model construction and analysis are also dis<=ussed. 
This leads to the mnbination of design paramters 
Model Description 
The joint geametry is assunred to be identical at each stud location around 
the circumference of the booster, and the applied loadings are all symmetric. 
These two assurrp?tions imply that the joint behavior will be symmetric about a 
plane passing through central axis of the booster and the stud centerline, and 
symmetric about a plane passing thruugh the central axis of the booster and 
center of the gusset. 
centerline of a stud to the center of an adjacent gusset) needs to be modeled. 
In addition, a plane of symmetry is assumed at the interface between two case 
segemmts so that only the tap (or bottom) half of a joint has to be analyzed. 
Finally, the displacemnts and Stresses becane Uniform in the shell wall away 
froan the joint. 
pressure vessel is given stiffness properties of the SRM case and the ring 
stiffener given the stiffness of a tang-clevis joint is analyzed. 
(given in figure 10) show that the shell displacemnt becarnes Uniform at a 
height of approximately 22 inches. 
the first 22 inches in length fram the case segnrent interface. 
to predict the general three dimensional stress state throughout the joint and 
shell, solid three dimensional elastic finite elements are selected for the 
analysis. me structural analysis code ~ ~ ~ ~ i n e e r i n g  Analysis Language (EAL) is 
Thus, only a sector of the total booster ( f m  the 
A cylindrical pressure vessel with a ring stiffener, where the 
The results 
I 
mus, the joint madel only has to include 
- 
In ozder to simulate the contact problem between two joint halves and also 
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used for all analyses and has 3 dimensional elements which are based on the 
assumedstress hybrid formulation (reference 4) .  ?he contact pmblem between 
two joint faces is modeled us- a nonlinear spring element (ref- 2). 'Ihe 
processor w h i c h  does the gap analysis is specifically developed for, and 
incorporated into, EAL and is described in more detail in ref- 2. 
In order to characterize the joint behavior for varicxs design parameters, 
The modeling process is made 
a parametric study mclst be done. ' Ihis requires that a large rnrmber of 
different models be rapidly created and analyzed. 
easier by using the software package GJDDD (reference 5) to build a 
3-dimensional solid model of the joint ard then using the GXBDD mathematical 
description as input to SWEZVM3 (reference 6) where the finite element 
discretization is perfoned. outplt fnsn is translated into EAL node 
location and mesh connectivity input. perturbations in design variables can 
then be made rapidly by dm-ging only the joint locations part of the input and 
keeping all of the mesh connectivities, bounhry comtitions, loading inputs, 
gap definitions, etc. the same. 
The finite element model consists of two or three separate components; the 
flange/gusset/shell, the -nut, ard the bearing plate, as shuwn in figure 
11. In the initial studies, a coarse mesh is used to study a large number of 
effects w i t h o u t  incurring a larye ccgnputational expense. Also, no bearing plate 
is used, so that the total model consists of +he flqe\gusset/sheifieII plus the 
&ud/nut. me bearing plate is used to obtain more gusset w i d t h  for a given 
nut s i z e  and its effects are studied i n  a second generation model w h i c h  
includes all three ccltnponents. 
tutal number of el- as w e l l  as the total number of nonlinear springs i n  
the analysis. 
thanforthecczarsemodel. 
Including the W i n g  plate im=reases both the 
As a result, ccmputer run t i m e s  are longer for the refined model 
Model assenkly - mlete s t r u m  mDdels of the joint are made by 
assembling the required amponmbusing nonlinear gap elenEnts and zeso length 
rigid elements. 
Whichisnatmechanl 'cally attached to the top of the flange. 
gap elenrents are used to connect nodes on the bottcan of the bearing plate to 
caincidmt llodes an the tap of the flange as shuwn in figure 12a. 
gap element is essentially rigid in compression (k = 10 lb/in), but has no 
cclmpressive forces f m n  the nut to the flange, but i f  the bearing plate wants 
t o  pull up frm the flange, no forces am applied, &ich is the proper physical 
behavior. 
physically, the W i n g  plate acts as a form fitted washer 
Thus, nonlinear 
Because the 
stiffness in tension (k = 10 &/in), the bearing plate can transrm 't 
The stud/nut CCBnponent mst be attached to either the tap of the flange, 
In  either or i f  a bearing plate is present, t o  the top of the bearing plate. 
case, it is assumed (am3 later proven correct) that the top of the nut rernains 
in contact w i t h  the tap of the flange or bearing plate d e r  all loading 
conditions. 
this region and rigid zero-length axial stiffness elements are used. However, 
unlimited relative radial mation can still take place between the stud and the 
flange whereas physically, relativemation should be limited to whatever 
tolerance exists between the two ccRI(ponents (assumed to be .005"), after which 
amtact occurs. ' Ihis feature is incorporated into the model by defining a gap 
Thus, the added caq1exiQ of gap elements are not requiz& i n  
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el- that all- .00511 of relative closure between adjacent nodes on the 
stud and flange before beccaning rigid. 
rad ia l  degree of freedaaa of nodes on the 8 4  plane as shown i n  fi- 12b. 
Contact between the stud and flange should not occur unless there is severe 
bem3irq in the flange, sanethirrg w h i c h  does not tale place for any of the 
design variations studied. 
anticipated h-er, gap elements shauld be pt around the entire cirrumferenae 
of the stud to  achieve accurate simulation of the stud bearing surface. 
T h q  elemnts are used to amnect the 
If contact between the stud and flange is 
Baunaarv conditions - Assurmng ' circumferential symmetry reduces the joint 
model to a sector of the nrotor case. The pruper baundary conditions require 
constraining the circumferential degree of freedcan a t  each node on the two 
theta planes (see figure 13). A l l  of the nodes on these two planes are free to 
m e  in the radial and Z directions hmever. Because the joint model is a 
wedge, any wamt in the radial direction w i l l  result in  the awlication of 
circumferential baundary forces on the two theta planes, and thus, no 
constmints are required in the radial direction. 
interface of two M segments requires that a l l  nodes at the bottom of the stud 
be constrained in the Z direction. 
radial and cirrumferential (unless on the theta = 0 plane) directions hmever. 
No constmints in  the Z direction are required for the flange bottom because 
the gap elements assure that these nodes do not penetrate the Z symmetry plane. 
Asfllrmng synnnetryatthe 
meSe ncdes are allwed to move in the 
Amlied loadinss - Wo case segments are assembled by bringing the two 
opposing ends together such that the flanye bot- are in contact, aligning 
the cases so that the studs can be inserted into the holes, and attaching nuts 
to both ends of the stud. 
prestressed to  70 percent of its ultimate strength, w i t h  the induced force 
clamping the two booster segmerrts together. 
simulated i n  the finite element 
el-ts w h i c h  make up the stud are given a coefficient of thermal expansion in  
the Z direction only. A negative temperature is applied to the model which 
causes the stud to contract i n  the -Z direction. 
modeled as one ccrmponent, the nut must also move in the -Z direction and 
applies forces to the tap of the flange or bearing plate. 
into axqxession and preloads the joint. 
into tension w h i c h  results in reactions a t  the bottcnn of the stud in the z 
direction. 
the battan of the stud equals 0.7 t i m e s  the stud's ultimate load. 
The nuts are then tightened until the stud is 
The 
'Ibis loading condition is 
by using a t h d  prestress. 
muse  the nut and stud are 
' Ihis puts the flange 
A t  the same t h e ,  the stud is put 
The tenperature is adjusted such that the sum of the reactions a t  
A f t e r  the stud preload is applied to the joint, loads corresponding to the 
internal pressure of 1000 psi are applied. A pressure load of 1000 psi, which 
always acts llormal t o  in-1 booster surfaces, is applied t o  the inside w a l l  
of the booster in the radial direction as shown in figure 13. The internal 
pressure, by acting on the forward dme of the SRM, also induces an axial load 
in the shell. The total axial load due to 1000 psi of internal pressure is 
approximately 16.5 million lbf, or 36,300 lbf per inch circumference of the 
booster. 
equivalent pressure load acting in the +Z direction as shown in figure 13. 
~hese particular loading Conditions are chosen so as to be consistent w i t h  
those reported i n  reference 2. 
The ax ia l  load is distributed along the top of the shell w a l l  as an 
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As stated prwiausly, both of the O-rings are made of a polylrreric 
material. 
during asembly, resulting in a fome of approximately 25 Ib/in/seal acting to 
open the joint (see reference 3). since the magnitude of the O-ring f o m  is 
so small relative to all other applied forces, it is not included i n  the 
analysis. 
'Ihe O-rings are ccmpressed when apposing joint halves are mated 
Joint structural Rxfonnance 
'Ihe pr~imary objective, as stated in the intmdu ction, is to design a joint 
w h i c h  stays closed during the entire firing of the SFM. 
the area between the O-rings and the inside of the booster which II11lst maintain 
zero gap under the applied loadings. 
studies, enphasis is placed on detedning the range of design variables M c h  
close the inside of the joint. A t  this point, secondary enphasis is placed on 
stress analysis w i t h  the thcught being, i f  the joint is not closed, the 
stresses are unimportant. Any locations w h a  high stresses occur are 
addressed i n  refined models aftex values for the major design variables are 
chosen. 'Ihus, displacement and gap results w i l l  be discussed f i r s t  followed by 
a discussion of the joint  stresses and joint weight. 
Diw1aCe;ments and qars - Key locations on the flange bot- of the cuarse 
model are shuwn in fi- 14. Locations 1050, 1070 and 1080 are on the h i d e  
edge of the SRM, locations 1071 and 1081 are on a line approximately half way 
between the two O-rings, and location 1085 is on the outside edge of the 
booster under the center of the gusset. 
1081, and 1085 is halfway between adjacent stud centerlines. 
In particular, it is 
consequently, in the initial parametric 
T h e  line formed by locations 1080, 
Based on the discussion of figure 7 ,  it is anticipated that the stud 
eccentricity (the offset between the stud centerline and the shell w a l l  
centerline) w i l l  have the most dramatic effect on the joint gap perfonnance and 
thus, isexamined f i rs t .  In the analysis, the displacmmts given by the 
nonlinear springs on the flange battam are only the distance between the flange 
and the syrrrmetry plane. Thus, the total gap between two w i n g  joints is 
actually t w i c e  the nonlinear spring displacent and it is this praper gap value 
w h i c h  is given throughout this report. 'Ihe coarse model is used for this study 
and has the follawing joint properties; 170-1 1/1611 studs, 1" thick flange, and 
stud preload = 0.7 Fm. 
In figure 15, gaps a t  various locations on the flange bottom are shown as 
a function of stud eccentricity (negative values indicating that the stud 
centerline moves inside the shell wall tuwards the shell axis) for the case of 
an unmodified and a spl i t  flange. The gaps on the inside of the joint decrease 
dramatically as the stud centerline m e s  irrward towards the shell axis, w i t h  
the location under the gusset center (1080) decreasing fran 9.07 mils for 
eccentricity = O", to 0.34 mils at eccentricity = -.511. 
ring location (1081) the gap is only 0.12 mils for eccentricity = -.511. 
gap a t  location 1050, which is also on the inside w a l l  of the booster, closes 
a t  an eccentricity of -.411. AS is eqected, a point on the battam of the 
flange located on the outside of the joint (1085) shows an increasing gap w i t h  
bcreashg negative eccentricity. In fiv 16 the contact region of the 
A t  the approximate 0- 
The 
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flange bottom is shuwn for eccentricity = OIv and eccentricity = -.511. AS 
eccentricity mves in the negative direction the contact region between tm 
opposing flanges muves f m  the outside of the joint to the inside of the 
joint. Although an inside corner is sham not to be in contact in figure I&, 
all of the gap values at this corner are less than .35 mils. 
One effect of the flange is to increase the hoop stiffness locally at the 
ends of each SRM segment. 
radial displacement as the shell wall does away frum the joint, w h i c h  tends to 
peel up the inside of the joint and cause larger gaps in the area of the 
O-rings. An easy way to reduce the flange hoop stiffness is to cut or split 
the flange along the plane of the stud centerline outboard of the stud as sham 
in figure 14. In the finite element model, this effect is simulated by simply 
remDving the constraints in the theta direction on the nodes in this area as 
hlicated in the figure. 
nodes on the inside wall of the -el from the flange bottom to the top of the 
shell, illustrates that splitting the flange all- the flange radial 
displacement to more closely aRroximte the shell displamt. 
of the joint for a given eccentricity value by splitting the flange is also 
acccarqlished. 
eccentricity value of -.211 ccrmpared to a value of -0.5" before. Splitting the 
flange reduces the bendirrg stiffness as well as the hoop stiffness huwever, 
wh ich  results in larger gaps on the autside of the joint, 4.56 mils versus 6.56 
mils for location 1085 at an eccentricity of -0.5" for example. Since the gap 
on the outside of the joint are not critical haever, this should be of no 
concern. reasons for minimizing the value of eccentricity are; 1) the 
joint weight is reduced and, 2) the amount of internal volume and thus solid 
fuel displaced is reduced. 
As a result, the flange does not undergo as nu& 
Figwe 17, which shows the radial displacement of 
Figure 15 shows that the desired effect of decreasing gaps on the inside 
N m  the gap at location 1080 falls belaw 0.5 mil at an 
The sensitivity of gap values to the amount of preload in the stud is 
Summarized in figure 18. 
1070 and 1080 on figure 18a) decrease their already srrall values as the stud 
preload is demeased from 0.7 to 0.6 F 
inside corner of the flange under the &t up (see figure 16), reducing the 
preload results in reduced gaps at this corner. These results indicate that 
the amount of stud preload dcrminateS the gap behavior in this region rather 
than the internal pressure loading. 
slightly larger gaps on the outside of the joint haever, as shown in figure 
18b for location 1085. 
The gaps on the inside of the joint (at locations 
. Since prelcadhg the stud piI.1~ the 
The reduced stud preload results in 
In Table IV, gaps at the inside of the joint are shown for the cases of 
180-111, 170-1 1/16", and 166-1 1/16" studs. The model used here has a solid lIf 
thick flange (no bearing plate) , eccentricity = -.5l@, and a stud preload of 0.7 
F The results shw that increasing the number of studs results in 
d%hq gaps at the inside of the joint for the range of studs shown. It 
should be hawever, that increasing the rnrmber of studs decreases the 
gusset width which results in increased gusset stresses and aentually, when 
the gussets became thin enaugh, inrreased gaps at the inside of the joint (see 
discussion of figure 9). In this design study, iii studs are faund to be the 
smallest practical when the tradeoff between tom stud area and total gusset 
L 
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area is amsidered. 
huwever, to provide a point of caparison. 
The design with 170 - 1 1/1611 studs is still analyzed 
Including a bearing plate in the model has the desireable effect of 
increasing the gusset w i d t h  for a given stud spacing (as discussed in  figum 9) 
and its effects on joint gap performance are investigated next. 
total thickness, a combination flaqe plus bearing plate w i l l  have less bending 
and hoop stiffness than a solid flange, w i t h  the stiffness reductions -t 
on the ratio of bearing plate to total thickness. 
perfonnance for a joint w i t h  a solid 1 l 1  thick flange is CcBnpared to joints w i t h  
3/411, 1" and 1 1/4" thick flanges a l l  w i t h  a 1/4" thick bearing plate. 
four joint configurations have 170-1 1/16" studs, eccentricity of -.5" and a 
stud preload which is 70 percent of u l tk te .  
For a given 
In Table 111, gap 
All 
Ftesults for the case of a solid flange and flange plus bearing plate w i t h  
equivalent thi- (1 inch), are as anticipated. 
bearing plate model, gaps on the inside of the joint (locations 1070, 1071, 
1080, and 1081) are smaller than corresponding gaps on the solid flange model 
due t o  the reduced hocp stiffness of the joint, while the gap on the outside of 
the joint is larger (location 1085) because of reduced bending stiffness. 
a solid 1" thick flange and a 1" flange w i t h  a 1/4" bearing plate, the flange 
plus bearing plate model has gaps on the inside of the joint which are 
approximately 30 percent larger than corresponding gaps on the solid flange 
mudel. The reason for this behavior is related to the flange bearing plate 
combination having a gusset whi& is .633" w i d e  CcBnpared to only a .483" w i d e  
gusset for the solid flange case. The im=reased gusset w i d t h  for the flange 
plus bearing plate case results in greater hoop stiffness which causes larger 
gaps to occur on the inside of the joint as discussed in figure 9. 
hmeases in flange thiclcness (up to 1 1/4") result in larger gaps on the 
inside of the joint (locations 1070 and 1080), but as the flange bending 
stiffness hcmases, smaller gaps on the outside of the joint (location 1085). 
size, and rnrmber of studs is w e l l  understood. 
parameters being varied along with the nuxnber of cmpter runs can thus be 
joint features incorporated into the model. 
model nuw includes the two O-ring grooves and the sh- l i p  on the inside of 
the joint as shown i n  fim 19a. n-Lis same model is used to represent the 
opposing joint half (which j u s t  has a flat surface on the buttcnn) by adding 
elements in the O-ring grooves d c h  have the same stiffness as the flange and 
zemving elements representing the s h e  l ip  (see figure 19b). 
For the flange plus 
For 
F'urther 
A t  this point, the joint behavior due to charrges i n  ecoentricity, stud 
Since the rnmrber of design 
reduced, the fidelity of the finite element mesh can be haeased and mre In particular, the finite element 
Because the O-ring grooves are now included in  the mdel, an important 
mdification must be made in the pressure loading distribution. 
is made that even i f  the gap is zero a t  the inside of the joint, p~ can 
pass to the inside O-ring (and no farther as long as the O-ring maintams a 
s a l ) .  n'lus, the pressure loading is now distributed along the battam and 
inside surfaces of the shear l i p  and along the bottcm~ of the flange to the 
inmr *ring groove as shuwn in f i w  19a. On the f la t  side of the joint, 
pressure loading is included on the buttan of the joint to the point where the 
m i n g  O-ring males contact (see figure 19b). 
The asamption 
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=though gaps were  monitored a t  dl locations on the flange battom of the 
refined d e l ,  the locations sham in figure 20 are mre important and w i l l  be 
discussea subsequently. Lxations 301 and 383 are on the h i d e  edge of the 
booster, locations 302 and 384 on the h i d e  edge of the inner O-rbg groave, 
305 and 387 on the inside edge of the outer O-ring groave, and 312 and 396 on 
the autside edge of the joint. 
f la t  sides of the joints. 
Gap locations are identical for the O-ring and 
In Table V, gaps on the flange bottum are ampared for a joint w i t h  a 1 1 1  
thick flange (flat side) and an 3/4" thick flange (O-ring side). 
design parametem, in this model are; 170-1 1/16" studs, eccentricity = -.5", 
bearing plate thickness = .25", and stud preload = 0.7F . Very small t o  zero 
gaps on the inside edges of the O-ring grooves for k&h%igns indicates no 
advantage in going to the heavier lvl thick flange design. The larger 9.2 mil 
gap a t  the Outside edqe of the joint w i t h  the 3/4" thick flange is noted, but 
is not significant in texm of joint performance. 
'he specific 
Gap performance on the O-ring side of the joint is CcBnpared for the 170-1 
1/1611 and 180-111 stud designs in Table VI. 
flanges, 1/4" thick bearing plates, eCcentri~ity====.5~~, and stud preload = 
0.7F The gap performance is essentially the same  for both joints, w i t h  no 
gaps%urrhq on the h i d e  edges of the O-rhg grooves and 8 to 9 m i l  gaps 
occurring under the gusset a t  the autside of the joint. 
Both joints have 3/4" thick 
In Table VII, gap performance is sham for various cases of a joint design 
w h i c h  has 180-11g studs, 3/4" thick flange, 1/4" thick bearing plate, and stud 
preload = 0.7 F (All entries referring to slots w i l l  be discussed i n  the 
section on s&.) The f i r s t  two entries establish the baseline performan~e 
of the 1 8 0 - 1 I l  stud design and show that the behavior of opposing joint halves 
is identical (that is, the O-ring grooves and shear l ip  did not cause any 
changes in joint behavior). This serves to validate the study results obtained 
w i t h  the coarse fMte element models w h i c h  did not include the O-ring grooves. 
?he results show that the primary objective stated in the intrcduction, t o  
design a joint which does not a l l o w  any gaps to occur a t  the O-rings during 
firing of the rocket booster, has been met. 
Stresses - S t r e s s e s  i n  the model are also mnitored during the joint 
parametric studies but not assessed until  a conkination of design paramters 
are delxxnund ' which keep the h i d e  of the joint closed. 
model has sufficient fidelity t o  accurately predict stresses where stress 
gradients are small but where stress gradients are large, the model w i l l  
predict stresses less accurately. For example, when two pieces intersect a t  
right angles in the physical structure, filets are put i n  to alleviate any 
stress concentration a t  the corner. 
however, have fairly coarse finite element meshes and no f i le ts  are modeled. 
Thus, the likelihood of stress concentrations occurring a t  sharp corners 
exists. 
1i.mitations in  mind. All Stresses quote3 in this report are element bulk 
stresses, which are calculated by averaging the element nodal stresses (8  
corners of a brick, 6 corners of a wedge, and 4 corners of a pyramid). 
In  general, the 
The models described in this paper 
me stress data therefore, rrmst be interpreted w i t h  such mOaeling 
11 
-le stress levels in the model w e r e  defined by dividing the 
material tensile ultimate by a factor of 1.4. Material stresses in the shell 
wall, gusset, and flange nust therefore be equal to or less than 139 hi, 
stresses in the bear- plate and nut IRlst be equal to or less than 189 ksi, 
stresses in the stud must be less than 195 hi. 
gusset,  or flange where Stresses exceed 139 ksi are shown in figure 21 and 
specific stress values for a design with 170-1 1/16!' studs, Bccentricilq=-.5l', 
and bearing plate thichess = 1/4" are shown for three flange thi- in 
Table VIII. 
Lacations in the shell, 
The f i r s t  area of high local stress occurs where thewedge, whichmakes 
the transition fmn the shell wall to the gusset, hkrse&s the gusset 
(location A in figure 21). 
tapering and thus a sharp comer exists. 
location is 149 ksi. 
maximum stress in this region dropped to an acceptable value of 134 ksi. 
The gusset runs straight into the wedge with no 
The highest stress value in this 
A slight taper was easily added to the model and the 
A second area of high Stress exists at the top of the alme where the top 
lxle 
of the wedge in- the shell wall (location B in figure 21). 
no tapering or fileting is done in this region so that a sharp comer exists 
wfiich results in the stress be- 185 ksi in the particular element shown. 
to the omplicated nature of the model in this region hmwez, the el- 
a x l d  not be easily modified to shaw h m  sculpturing and tailoring material 
wdld r&ue the stress level to an acceptable level. 
location A indicate that the Stress at location B could be successfully reduced 
by ref- the gecmtry and finite element mesh of that particular region in a 
new model. 
Once again, 
The results obtained at 
The stress concentration at location C is of an entirely different nature 
hwever, because it results froan the physics of the joint loading. 
the classical prablem of an infinite plate with a hole in the center and loaded 
in uniaxial tension, the results Mate that a stress concentration occurs at 
the m e  of the hole and has a value wh ich  is three times the far field stress. 
M s  problem is reproduced in the 
large radius of <wMture) acting like a finite width plate and the 
chcumferential stress induced by the internal booster pressure sinnilating the 
uniaxial tension load. Ihe joint loam is actually mre wmplicated because 
bending in the flange due to the axial loading also takes place, but the stress 
concentration arouxl the hole is reproduced as shown by the values for location 
C1 and C2 in Table VIII. The largest stress, 278 ksi, occurs on the autside 
bottom edge of the hole for the 3/4" thick flange design. 
concentration derreases slightly to 227 ksi as the flange thickness is 
haeased to 1 1/4". A t  this point in the in-line bolted design haever, the 
inprtance of the stress com=entrations at location C cannot be judged due to 
lack of information. In particular, analyses which include plasticity effects 
and a rnrmber of load cycles need to be run on the joint to wmpletely 
characterize its performance. 
Recalling 
joint, with the flange (having a very 
The stress 
If the stress concentration arcrund the hole proves umcceptable, a method 
for rducing those stresses does exist. The abservation is made that if slots 
are cut in the flange tangent to the hole in the circumferential direction and 
to the gusset, the flange will look like tm amcentric rbqs, thus 
l2 
manring the stress concentration. 
element mesh for the refined model and is shown pictorially in figure 22. 
bearing plate takes on hxeased importance in this d e l  because it now must 
transfer the nut bearing load to the hmr and outer rings and the middle tab 
while having encqh stiffness not to deform significantly where it spans the 
slots. 
so that the bearing plate does not have to span to0 large a distance and also 
to aid in holding the middle of the gusset down. In this model, the bearing 
plate also helps to center the stud in the flange. 
T h i s  id= w a s  incorporated into the finite 
The 
The tab of material between the inner and outer rings is puposely left 
The effect of cutting slots in  the flange are shown in Table M for a 
design which has 180 - 1" studs, eccentricity = -.511, flange thickness = 3/411, 
ard bear- plate thic)mess = 1/4". 
in maxhum f l q e  stress, from 340 ksi to 262 ksi. 
froan Table VI1 to  cause a negligible inrreaSe in gaps on the inside of the 
joint and only a 3 mil inrreaSe i n  gap on the outside of the joint. 
slots and then splitting the flange causes a 33 percent reauction in  the 
original flange stress to 227 hi, does not cause gaps on the inside of the 
joint, but alrrrost doubles the gap on the autside of the joint frum 8.3 m i l  to 
15.7 dl (see Table VII) . 
when the slots are  cut i n  the flange and then the flange is split.  
The slots result in a 23 perCent reduction 
Also, the slots are seen 
clutting 
Slight im=reaseS are also noted in the gusset stress 
The results in Table M also shuw that the magnitude of the stress 
concentration in the flange is directl y related to the amaunt of material i n  
the flange (mst notably the flange thickness). The 170 and 180 stud designs 
with 3/411 thick flanges have maximum stress values w h i c h  differ by only 1 
percent. Increasing the flange thickness from 3/411 to 1" in the 170 stud 
design h-er, results i n  a 11.6 percent reduction in maximum flange stress. 
The final i t e m  which w i l l  be discussed is the axial stress in the stud. 
In  Table Mmaximumaxial stress in the stud a t  the symetry plane Z = 0 is 
given for the preload condition as w e l l  as the full booster loading condition. 
For a l l  cases shuwn, the axial stress in the stud is below the 195 ksi maximum 
defined previously. A n  mexpe&d phenmena hmever, is that under full 
loa-, the maxinnrm stud stress is less than or equal to the ruaximum stress 
due to jus t  the preload alone. 
edges of the joint to peel away from each other which should try to stretch the 
stud and cause an hmes= in stress. 
pressure is causing the flange to expand radially outward and lengthen. 
the flange is modeled with three dimensional solid elements, pOissonls ratio 
r e q u h  that the flange thickness decrease proportionally to the length 
increaSe. 
and this tends to negate or slightly w- the im=reaSe in stud stress ctue 
to flange bending. 
the booster is assembled until firing is conplete. 
Mass and dimlaced volume - Although joint performme is of prime 
impOrtam=e, joint mass also bewmes a strong design driver because every pound 
of m a s s  added t o  the SRM causes a reduction in shuttle payload capability to 
law Earth orbit. 
variables i n  minimizing the joint mass are using the smallest stud s i z e  
possible, and minimizing the eccentricity required for acceptable joint 
The full loading case causes apposing outside 
A t  the same time hmever, the internal 
Since 
Any decrease i n  the flange thickness w i l l  relieve the stud prestress 
As a result, stud stresses -in constant fram the time 
For the in-line bolted concept presented in this paper, key 
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perfonnance. Increasing the flange wcmess beyond what is necessary to 
maintain acceptable stress levels w i l l  also drive the MSS of this joint design 
rapidly upwanl. 
In figure 23 the mass penalty is presented for in-line bolted joint 
amcepts w i t h  various stud sizes. Ihe mass penalties of the original 
tarrg-clevis w h i c h  flew on mission 51-L (figure l), and the praposed captuze 
tang fix (figure 4) are calculated frm dimensions given in reference 2 and are 
also shuwn. The mass penalty, which tells huw lRlch additional mass is rquired 
to cut a continuous cylindlrical shell and then -le the pieoes w i t h  a 
mechanical joint, is defined as the mass of the joint minus the mass of an 
equivalent length of straight booster shell. 
IMSS penalty of 932 u%n, w h i c h  is 180 lbm greater than the penalty of the 
original joint. 
of smaller studs i n  the in-line bolted concept. 
1/16" are calculated for the refined model preserrted in this report With design 
parameters; flange thichess = 3/4", baaring plate = 1/4", and eccentricity = - 
.5". T h e  data point for a 1 1/4@' stud diameter is for 144 studs and a flange 
thickness of 1" ( w i t h  no bearig plate) as described in reference 3. 180 - 
1" stud design is 346 Ihn heavier than the proposed Capture tang fix and 526 
Umn havier  than the original 51-L design. Further refinement and optimization 
can be used to remove additional mass fxm the in-line bolted joint design. 
The praposed capture tang has a 
Figure 23 sh- the advantage gained in using a laqer number 
The data points a t  1" and 1 
?he three joint concepk; tang-clevis, capture tang, and in-line bolted, 
also displace volume on the inside of the booster, volume w h i c h  coulg be used 
for propellant. The3Emwxnst of volume displaced per jo+t is 2400 in for the 
tang-zlevis, 4000 in for the cam tang, and 8100 i n  for the in-line bolted 
design with 180 - 1" studs and eccentricity = -.5". Because of insulation on 
the b i d e  of the case joint, each cubic inch of displaced volume does not 
necessarily displace a cubic inch of prapellant. me actual propellant loss 
due to volume hnphganent would reqUire a more refined analysis for wch joint 
com=ept. Furthernf- in the design wh ich  lead to reductions in both 
the alcwe height and stud eccentricity w i l l  decmase the amtxllTt of pupellant 
displaced by the in- lh  bolted concept. 
The structural design for an in-line bolted joint &ch can be used to 
connect Space Shuttle SRM case segments wether is presented. The primary 
objective of the in-line bolted design is to keep the joint in the vicinity of 
the O-rings closed froan the time the joint is assembled until  SIiM firing is 
caplete. 
preompmssed flanges to eliminate the reliability issue associated w i t h  using 
gas pressure t o  seat the 0-rhgs. Finally, the in-line bolted concept is mch 
more amenable to analysis than current joint concepts because friction does not 
have to be modeled and all load paths are straightforward. 
The in-line bolted design uses a static face SBal between two 
A large number of parametric analyses have been performed on detailed 
f ini te  demnt mDdels of the in-line bolted joint to characterize its 
stmcbml behavior. 
booster (negative eccentricity) closes the inside of the joint wlhere the 
ming the stud centerline i n  tclwards the center of the 
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O-rings are located so that 110 gap exists during the entire duration of = 
firing. 
stmngly influences joint performance w i t h  the gap on the h i d e  of the joint 
decreasing as the s i ze  of the studs is decreased (and the corresponding number 
ofstudsisimxeased ).  the flange thickness does not reduce gap 
on the inside of the joint where gap s ize  is critical, but it does reduce gaps 
an the autside of the joint because of reduced flange bending. 
The rnrmber and s i z e  of studs used to connect the case segments also 
l k e e  regions in the joint have stresses which are higher than the 
calculated allowables. ~n two of the regions, m a t e r i a l  tailoring and d e l  
refinermlt w i l l  lead to stress levels which are acceptable. 
region, the stress cxxw=entration occurs a t  the edge of the stud hole i n  the 
flarrge. 
loading. 
inpact of this stress concentration on the in-line bolted design. 
stress cancentration is faund to be mcceptable, cutting slots in the flange 
is shuwn t o  be successful in reduciq the magnitude of the stress concentration 
arcxLnd the hole. 
In the third 
?his concentration is caused by inplane loading i n  the flange, w h i c h  
is due to the radial outward expansion of the = under the internal P- 
Several cycles of a plasticity analysis need to be run to assess the 
If the 
The mass of the in-line bolted joint concept, whicb is strongly influenced 
by design paramters, must be minimized i f  it is to be offered as an 
alternative to the current tang-clevis design. 
is achieved by using: 1) the smallest practical stud s ize ,  2) the smallest 
offset between the stud centerline and shell wall centerline, and 3) the 
smallest values of flange ard gussett thichess possible. 
parameters are dictated by the z q u i n m m t  to  keep the inside of the joint 
(where the O-rings are located) closed, and to maintain acceptable stress 
levels -out the joint. In the final design recammded here, the joint 
has 180-111 studs, an eccentricity of -.5", a flange thickness of 3/4", a 
bearing plate thickness of 1/411, and the stud is prestressed to 70 percent of 
its ultimate load. ' Ih is joint has a mass penalty which is 526 ltnn (per joint) 
wer the 51-L design mass penalty and only 346 ltnn (per joint) mass penalty 
wer the proposed c a w  tang fix. 
In general, minirrnrm joint mass 
constraints on these 
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Nut and Bearing P l a t e  
Inconel 718 
265,000 p s i  
215,000 p s i  
6 29.7 x 10 psi 
O r b i t e r  
TABLE 1.- MATERIAL PROPERTIES. 
S h e l l  Wall Stud 
MP 35N D6AC 
273,000 p s i  195,000 p s i  
263,000 p s i  180,000 p s i  
6 30.0 x 10 p s i  6 35.9 x 10 p s i  
O r b i t e r  SRB 
Material 
T e n s i l e  Ultimate S t r e s s  
T e n s i l e  Yield S t r e s s  
Young's Modulus 
Q u a l i f i c a t i o n  
Stud U l t i m a t e  S t r e n g t h  
182,700 l b  
207,000 l b  
234,200 l b  
262,300 l b  
292,000 l b  
Stud Diameter Nut Weight 
.330 l b  
,412 l b  
.493 l b  
.600 l b  
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TABLE 1V.- GAP PERFORMANCE 






- . 5 " ,  Preload 
1110 - 1" studs 
170 - 1 1/16" studs 
166 - 1 1/16" studs 
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TABLE V I 1 . -  GAP PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS CASES OF A 180 - 1" STUD DESIGN. 




O-ring s i d e  
F l a t  s i d e  
O-ring s i d e  
with s l o t s  
Flat  s i d e  
with s l o t s  
O-ring s i d e  
with s l o t s  
with s p l i t  flange 
F l a t  s i d e  
with s l o t s  
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TABLE 1X.- STRESSES I N  THE REFINED MODEL. 
Stud,  f l a n g e  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  
170 - 1 1/16" s t u d s  
1" f l a n g e  
F l a t  s i d e  
170 - 1 1/16" s t u d s  
3/4" f l a n g e  
O-ring s i d e  
180 - 1" s t u d s  
3/4" f l a n g e  
O-ring s i d e  
180 - 1" s t u d s  
3/4" f l a n g e  
F l a t  s i d e  
180 - 1" s t u d s  
3/4" f l a n g e  
O-ring s i d e  
2 s l o t s  c u t  
180 - 1" s t u d s  
3/4" f l a n g e  
O-ring s i d e  
2 s l o t s  c u t  
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8a. No Bearing Plate  
8b. Bearing P la te  
Figure 8 . -  Effect of bearing p la te  on gusset thickness. 
Stud installation/removal 





Figure 9,- Increase in alcove height required to install bolts instead of studs 
for in-linebolted joint concept. 
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35 Axial load = 36,300 lbf 
per inch circumference 
pressure = 1000 psi 
-Gap elements between flange 
and ground 
Symmetry plane (Z = 
\ k-1 Thermal load applied to stud 
8 = 0 plane 
bottom 
0) 
Figure 13.- Finite element model boundary conditions and applied loadings. 
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I constraints removed I 
I to simulate cutting I 
















I x I \y \ I \ 
/ 
Approximate O-ring location 
1085 
1 
Figure 14.- Gap locations monitored on flange bottom. 
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-.5 - . 4  -.3 -.2 -. 1 0 
Eccentricity, in. 
Gap, in. 
Figure 15.- Gap magnitudes on flange bottom versus stud eccentricity. 
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l\n\\\y Opposing flanges in contact 
a. Eccentricity = 0 in. 
b. Eccentricity = -.5 in. 




I I I I / I  I I I I’ I 
25 .26 .27 .28 .29 .30 .31 .32 .33 - 3 4  
Radial displacement, in. 
Figure 1 7 . -  Reduction in flange hoop stiffness achieved by splitting flange. 
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Gap, i n .  











I I I 
0 .6 .65 .7 
n (= Preload/FnT) 
a. Locat ions on i n s i d e  of j o i n t .  
I I I 
0 .6 .65 .7 
n (= Preload/FULT) 
b. Locat ion on o u t s i d e  of j o i n t .  
F igu re  18.- Gap magnitude on f l a n g e  bottom v e r s u s  i n i t i a l  s t u d  p re load .  
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Internal p r e s  sur e 1 
Internal pressure = 1000 
19a. O-ring s i d e .  
19b. Flat side. 
Figure 19.- Refined f i n i t e  element model. 
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396 
301 302 305 312 
O-ring grooves (these are filled in with solid elements 
on the flat side model) 







Far f i e l d :  
= 157 k s i  
= 77  k s i  
Figure 21.- Locations where stresses are above the maximum allowable.. 
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16 Al,\trdt t 
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